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Q: Briefly describe your current role and professional responsibilities. 

A: After serving in an internal executive consulting role for a large healthcare system, I recently made the 

transition to independent consulting. As a consultant, I now work with several healthcare organizations. One is 

a large organization that wants to redirect the focus of its process improvement team toward supporting 

inpatient and outpatient patient-access strategies across the organization. Two other smaller organizations have 

asked me to coach their leaders on improving processes and making care more accessible. 

Q: What are some challenges healthcare organizations face related to patient access and throughput? 

A: The organizations I've worked with struggled with bed capacity and needed to improve their patient 

discharge processes. Often, organizations focus on developing contingency plans to improve flow in the ER, to 

develop processes to speed up the patient admission process or to create discharge lounges. While some of these 

efforts may make a momentary positive impact, they don’t offer a long-term solution that effectively 

coordinates patient care from admission to discharge. For example, discharge lounges are simply another place 

to move the problem downstream, which ultimately creates more costs (i.e., space, equipment, supplies and 

staffing requirements). 
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Q: What are some emerging technologies or best practices consultants should know about to help their 

clients improve patient access and throughput? 

A: To combat patient access and throughput challenges, many companies are developing software and 

disruptive innovations to track patient flow. They are using real-time location systems and are increasing patient 

flow transparency to all care partners. Several organizations are using this technology to help healthcare 

organizations develop Patient Logistics Command Centers or Admission and Transfer Centers. These centers 

serve as a kind of “air traffic control” for hospitals. However, instead of plane departures and arrivals, they are 

coordinating patient admissions and discharges. 

Q: Describe one of the more challenging projects you have undertaken as a consultant that had a positive 

outcome. How did you work through the challenge to ultimately satisfy or exceed the client’s 

expectations? What did you learn from the experience? 

A: One of my more challenging projects I worked on with a client was related to assigning discharge dates to 

patients when they were admitted. Many hospitalists and care teams, trained to be precise and to make 

definitive decisions, are uncomfortable assigning "best guess" discharge dates at patient admission. To put their 

minds at ease, I established a pilot where physicians set anticipated discharge dates for patients and the care 

team monitored how often the actual discharge date met the estimation. When things went as planned and care 

was coordinated, there was a high degree of confidence in the anticipated discharge dates. With this data, the 

team was able to solidify the process of making anticipated discharge dates and make everyone more 

comfortable communicating anticipated dates upon admission. This experience shows how important it is for 

consultants to have the technical expertise and evidence-based decision-making skills necessary to build trust 

and strong relationships with clients. 

Q: In general, what is the key to being a successful consultant? 

A: The key to being an effective consultant is to build trust and strong relationships with clients. Successful 

consultants build trust by possessing the technical expertise a client expects, by exhibiting clarity regarding the 

expectations of the engagement, and by effectively measuring the current status of the client’s progress and 

thoroughly articulating the gap between it and the client’s desired outcome. 

Q: What role has ACHE played in your professional development? 

A: ACHE has been priceless in my professional development. As a member of ACHE, I have been able to stay 

current on industry trends that are vital to helping organizations innovate and implement emerging 

improvements in the field. I also am able to develop the soft skills that help me build trust with my clients. As a 

Fellow, my FACHE® credential demonstrates my commitment to managing a strong and viable healthcare 

organization while transforming healthcare. Lastly, the friends and colleagues I’ve made in my roles as an 

ACHE chapter president and Regent are valuable to a consultant because success comes by way of 

relationships, and a positive reputation that builds through word of mouth. 
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Considerations for the Healthcare Executive-Turned-Consultant  
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Syntegrity 
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During the last decade, the “gig economy” has become increasingly ubiquitous in most industries, including 

healthcare consulting. A newer player on the spectrum of consultancies, the executive leader-turned-consultant 



is one of the fastest-growing categories of talent. These seasoned practitioners are increasingly choosing the gig 

economy because they want to contribute their skills to the field in a different way. 

Well-established healthcare executives should consider several factors before striking out on their own. 

Following are key points raised during the “Healthcare Consultants Forum Session: Reinventing the Role of the 

Healthcare Consultant” at ACHE’s 2019 Congress on Healthcare Leadership in Chicago.  

Know Thyself 
Be very clear on why you are choosing this path. Is it a stopgap between opportunities, or are you making a 

conscious choice to work and think differently and create more life balance in a new stage of your life? 

Establishing clarity on why you want to become an independent healthcare consultant will help forge a personal 

strategy in approaching this career path.  

 

Once you find the right opportunity, work with your client to clearly define your role and the scope of work for 

the consulting engagement, advises session panelist David J. Campbell, LFACHE, a former CEO and senior 

advisor to Patina Solutions, Brookfield, Wis. It is important to put previous roles in the right perspective. For 

example, if you were a CEO, you must be clear about your newly assigned role and the contribution expected if 

you are not being retained to serve as an interim CEO.  

 

Differentiate Yourself 
Find a unique way to differentiate yourself from others in the field by taking stock of your collective knowledge 

and expertise. Determine how to use these skills for your own personal growth and development, and to benefit 

your clients.  

 

“Some of what I’ve found most helpful in interim work is the ability to scale your skillset up, down and 

sideways to meet the client’s needs,” says panelist Deborah M. Lee-Eddie, FACHE, interim leader and 

executive coach with DLE Group, Aurora, Colo. Lee-Eddie reinvented herself with advanced coaching 

certifications to offer additional personal and professional development services to clients.  

 

Several of the panelists enhanced their brand and industry visibility through national leadership positions with 

organizations including ACHE, the American Nurses Association and the National Association of Health 

Service Executives. Panelist Joel Shoolin, DO, a practicing physician and medical informatics/healthcare data 

analytics consultant in Des Plaines, Ill., started a group for chief medical informatics officers that meets several 

times a year to discuss key issues.    

 

Collectively, the panelists advise consultants to consider opportunities along the healthcare continuum. Rather 

than limiting yourself to providers, ask whether there are certain vendors or partners that play a role in 

healthcare but do not understand the language or the landscape.  

 

Speak “Genderlect” 
A successful consultant should be able to speak “genderlect”—a term based on the theory that men and women 

communicate in different styles determined not by sex but by gender tendencies, says panelist William Duffy, 

RN, CNOR, FAAN, program director, health system management MSN, Marcella Niehoff School of Nursing, 

Loyola University Chicago. Because these differences can lead to communication breakdown in the workplace, 

healthcare consultants must learn to listen to and understand their clients.  

 

Create Credibility  
Creating credibility with staff when you are a temporary leader can be a challenge for consultants. Pay attention 

to how you conduct yourself, and create respect, appreciation and value for the people already there. Encourage 

dialogue for teambuilding and synergy, and forge win-win discussion early on with people with whom you will 

be working closely.  

 



Protect Your Brand 
Lastly, it is imperative that you protect your brand and the ethics with which you approach your work. If you 

sense in any way that a project could compromise your ethics or values, and has more potential to damage your 

brand than enhance it, walk away. Always position yourself for the right kind of business that adds value to 

clients while enhancing your personal brand.  

 

Georgia Casciato, FACHE, has twice served as president of Chicago Health Executives Forum, an ACHE 

chapter, and she received the Healthcare Leadership Award from the Regent for Illinois—Metropolitan 

Chicago in 2019. Casciato moderated the 2019 Healthcare Consultants Forum Session. She is managing 

director, healthcare, at Syntegrity, Chicago, and may be reached at georgia.casciato@syntegritygroup.com or 

(630) 248-2484. 

 

NEWS & RESOURCES  

 

Gain Visibility for Your Consulting Service: List in the Healthcare Consultants Forum Member Directory 

 

The Healthcare Consultants Forum Member Directory provides a platform to increase your visibility with 

healthcare executives and other key decision makers in healthcare organizations seeking consulting services. 

 

As a Forum member, you are entitled to select one primary area of expertise from the following that will be 

included with your listing:  

 Strategy and Transactions 

 Operations and Performance Improvement 

 Technology and Population Health 

 HR/Search and Interim Management 

 Finance and Facilities 

Steps for Selecting Your Primary Area of Expertise 

1. Access the directory at ache.org/HCFDirectory (member login required) and select “Submit/Update 

Your Directory Listing” at the bottom of the page. 

2. Your listing is prepopulated with the basic contact information ACHE currently has on file for you. If you 

need to update your basic contact information, you can do so at My ACHE. 

3. Select one primary area of expertise on the form and add your firm’s website (optional). If you need to 

change your selected area of expertise, you can do so at any time by logging in and accessing your listing. 

4. Select the “Is Active?” box to make sure other members can see your listing. 

Please select your primary area of expertise now. 

 

Questions? Contact Liz M. Catalano at ecatalano@ache.org or (312) 424-9374. 

 

Connect With Forum Members 

Looking to connect with your Forum colleagues? Visit ache.org/MemberDirectory, and on the "CEO 

Circle/Forums" menu select "Healthcare Consultants Forum" and look for the "HC" icon next to their name. 
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Mark G. Tozzio, LFACHE 

Adjunct Instructor 
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Patricia Nguyen 
Senior Consultant 

Navigant Consulting, Inc. 

Indianapolis 

David L. Woodrum, FACHE 
President 

Woodrum Inc. 
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STAFF CONTACT 

Liz M. Catalano 
Marketing Specialist, Member Services 

American College of Healthcare Executives 

300 S. Riverside Plaza, Suite 1900 

Chicago, IL 60606 

(312) 424-9374 

ecatalano@ache.org  

 

NETWORKING  

Connect with your peers and expand your social network with ACHE. 

 

LinkedIn | Facebook | Instagram | Twitter 
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SHARE ACHE's Healthcare Consultant Forum 

 

Encourage your fellow ACHE healthcare consultant colleagues to join the Healthcare Consultants Forum by 

sharing this link to the Forum area of ache.org where they can apply immediately and conveniently. 

 

Please note that any views or opinions presented in this online newsletter are solely those of the author and 

do not necessarily represent those of ACHE. 
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